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Abstract: Self-oscillations are one of the common problems in the complex automatic system, that can
occur due to the features of the workflow and the design of the governor. The development of digital
control systems has made it possible to damp self-oscillations by applying complex control laws.
However, for hydromechanical systems, such way is unacceptable due to the design complexity and
the governor cost. The objective of this work is to determine the parameters of the hydromechanical
free turbine speed controller, ensuring the absence of self-oscillations during ground tests of the
turboshaft engine with a hydraulic dynamometer. The TV3-117VM engine (Ukraine) with the NR-
3VM regulator pump (Ukraine) was selected as the object of the study. However, self-oscillations
can also occur in any modifications of the TV3-117 engine with any NR-3 regulator pump. The
results of the research may be of interest to engineers and scientists who investigate the dynamics
of automatic control systems for similar engines. The paper analyses the nonlinear features of the
empirical characteristics of the FTSC leading to self-oscillations of the engine speed. The authors
propose the mathematical model of the automatic control system dynamics, which takes into account
all the features of the engine and regulator pump. It is shown that the load characteristics of the water
brake and the helicopter main rotor can differ significantly. Research of the dynamic characteristics
of the TV3-117VM engine was carried out. The analysis showed a good agreement between the
calculation results and the field test results, and made it possible to determine the parameters of
the controller, which lead to self-oscillations during test. Two cases are considered. The first case
includes ground tests of the engine with a water brake; the second case—flight tests of the engine as
part of the helicopter’s power plant. The data obtained make it possible to develop recommendations
for adjusting the hydromechanical governor without testing it on the engine.

Keywords: turboshaft; free turbine; helicopter main rotor; free turbine speed controller; static
characteristics; control system stability; hysteresis; self-oscillations

1. Introduction

Ground testing of aircraft gas turbine engines is an important part of their life cycle.
The facilities with water brakes are used for testing of turboshaft engines. The point
of interest for those tests in steady states is to verify the engine outputs the required
power at all modes. Usually, the speed controller in these modes maintains constant fuel
consumption. When self-oscillations appear, the fuel control unit is changed. Therefore, the
dynamics of the engine under steady-state conditions are given close attention exclusively
at the design and development stages. Not enough attention is paid to this problem at
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manufacturing and repair stages of engines and units. In reality, the controller continuously
changes the control action on the motor and counteracts rapid external disturbances.
Such operation of the controller is not noticed when automatic control system (ACS)
operates correctly. But if the characteristics of the ACS elements do not correspond to
the calculated data, then this can result in oscillations or unstable operation. This issue is
especially relevant for turboshaft engines with hydromechanical automatic control system,
the parameters of which can vary in a fairly wide range.

During ground tests of the TV3-117 turboshaft on a non-automated water brake unit,
the continuous oscillations of free turbine (FT) rotor speed and parameters of the gas
generator are often detected. Typically, these oscillations occur in the operation area of
the free turbine speed controller (FTSC). In the literature, such steady-state oscillations in
automatic control systems are called self-oscillations. Elimination of the self-oscillations
on such engine type is carried out by replacing the fuel supply controller. Complete
disassembling of the governor and geometric measurement of all its parts do not enable
to troubleshoot the defect. It should be noted that when the engine is operating as part
of a helicopter power plant, the self-oscillations are much less frequent. Ground tests
of a turboshaft engine are carried out on water brake units. In this case, the plant is a
free turbine connected to the water brake (FT + WB). When the engine operates as a part
of the helicopter power plant, the plant is a free turbine connected to the main rotor of
the helicopter (FT + MR). The load characteristics of the water brake and the main rotor
are very different. In addition, the characteristics of controllers and engines also differ
from each other. With unfavourable combinations of characteristics, the operation of the
automatic control system becomes unsatisfactory. The paper presents the experimental load
characteristics of the water brake and the helicopter main rotor. Their essential difference
is shown. Experimental studies of static characteristics of free turbine speed controllers
are presented. It is shown that characteristics of the controllers can have different types of
non-linear behaviour, which made that the analysis of the engine characteristics required
to perform deep analysis of the root cause. It is shown that the dynamic parameters
of engines of the same type are different. A mathematical model of the free turbine
speed ACS is developed, taking into account the empirical characteristics of the controller,
engine and plant. Numerical studies were carried out for both systems. The permissible
values of the nonlinear behaviour of the controller characteristics are determined, which
ensure the absence of self-oscillations for the TV3-117 turboshaft. Recommendations for
the manufacturer on the choice of parameters of the free turbine speed controller have
been developed.

2. Literature Review

The object of study is a hydromechanical system for automatic control of free turbine
speed of helicopter turboshaft. The TV3-117 engines with fuel supply controller NR-3 are
considered. The problem induces self-oscillations and unstable operation during ground
tests of the engine with water brake units. The relevance of the topic is due to a large
number of currently used engines with hydromechanical control systems (T700-GE-700
(USA); MTM385R (France); TV3-117 (Ukraine)). The results obtained can be useful for a
complete understanding of the processes in automatic control systems.

The works in such areas as transient modes of the gas turbine engine, dynamics of
the engine governor at small deviations and nonlinear dynamics of the automatic control
system belong to the methodological basis of this research. Transients are understood as
starting, accelerating and decelerating modes. In [1,2], the theory and methods of the auto-
matic control systems analysis of aircraft gas turbine engines in transient operation under
ground and flight conditions are presented. The external and internal factors influencing
the dynamics of engines of different schemes are considered. The possibility of using
the theory of similarity in the analysis of transient processes is shown. The principles of
rational regulation of gas turbine engines in transient modes are grounded. The presented
methods make it possible to determine the parameters of the engine at various points
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to study the dynamics of automatic control systems in steady-state conditions. General
approaches to studying the dynamics of the automatic control system near the points of
steady-state regimes are described in [3,4]. The equations of the engine dynamics, its own
stability and influence of external conditions on the dynamic parameters are considered.
The structural and structural-dynamic diagrams of various automatic control systems
are shown. The presented methods are the basis for studying the dynamics of automatic
control systems in the packages of modern applied programs.

The works devoted to the nonlinear dynamics [5,6] discover the theoretical founda-
tions of self-oscillations of the automatic control systems. From those, we can figure out
that the oscillations in the process control loops is a very common problem. The oscillations
often indicate a more serious problem than irregular fluctuations. The authors describe
that the causes of self-oscillations are essentially nonlinear features of the characteristics of
the ACS elements. These features include dead-bands, discontinuities and breaks in the
characteristics of elements. A discontinuity should mean a stepwise change in a parameter,
and the break is a sharp change in the inclination angle of the element characteristic.

Much attention is paid to developing the theoretical foundations for analysing stability
and self-sustained oscillations in modern nonlinear systems. Paper [7], for example, the
authors consider the possibility of developing self-oscillations in nonlinear automatic con-
trol systems based on the analysis of real roots of specially constructed algebraic equations.
This approach really expands the capabilities of the preliminary analysis of the origination
of self-oscillation but does not allow for taking into account the nonlinear features of
the real units. Paper [8] investigates the nonlinear oscillatory processes in systems with
variable parameters and a delay link. The presence of a delay link complicates the task
even more. A method is proposed to determine the conditions for the self-oscillations.
However, in general, a linear problem with a delay link is considered. The stepwise change
in the controller gain at the points under consideration is ignored.

In practice, the diagnostics issues of self-oscillations are very important. The root
causes that lead to self-oscillations, and the methodological foundations of diagnostics
of self-oscillations in industrial processes are discussed in detail in [9]. Oscillations can
be caused by too high gain of controller, oscillatory disturbances, or interactions. A very
common cause of self-oscillation is friction in the control valves. The authors compile the
goals of diagnostics of self-oscillations, discuss the methods for identifying oscillations in
transient processes. The experimental study of self-oscillation diagnostics was reflected
in the works [10,11]. Paper [10] reflects the influence of sticking of the control valve on
the non-linearity of the system. It is shown that nonlinear characteristics of the valve
can lead to instability and origination of self-oscillations of the control system. However,
the methodology for diagnosing this defect is not fully studied in the work. Paper [11]
provides a frequency method for analysing the sticking of a control valve in the multi-loop
control systems. This paper focuses on the frequency analysis of self-oscillations caused
by valve sticking. A mechanism for compensating for self-oscillations, that is adjusting
the external and internal controller, is suggested. Paper [12] notes that any control system
contains one or several essentially connected nonlinear elements. The presence of such
elements in automatic control systems causes such unfavourable effects as a decrease in
the stability margin, the appearance of self-oscillations and an increase in the static error.
The article proposes a software module for dead-band compensation. The possibility of
compensating for the discontinuity in characteristics of controller is not considered.

In works [13,14], low-frequency oscillations are considered when testing the turboshaft
engines with water brake units. As a result of the research, it was found that the cause
of the excitation of low-frequency oscillations are fluctuations in the fluid flow in the
water brake. In [13], a model is presented for calculating the excitation of low-frequency
oscillations in the system for measuring the reactive torque by high-frequency oscillations
of the fluid flow pressure. However, this model does not allow explaining the occurrence
of self-oscillations in the automatic control system of free turbine speed and the absence
of oscillations in the area of operation of the gas generator speed controller. Paper [14]
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presents the results of studies of inducing self-oscillations during testing of high-power
turboprop engine with water brake. One of the reasons for the occurrence of fluctuations
in the free turbine speed is the cavitation of the working fluid entering the water brake.
The authors highlight as well that the possible reason for the low-frequency oscillations in
the free turbine speed is the off-design operation of the automatic control system. But this
issue has not been fully investigated.

When designing the automatic control systems of the TV3-117 turboshaft, it was
assumed that the characteristics of the free turbine speed controller were linear. How-
ever, [15] presents the empirical characteristics of the NR-3 regulator-pump and shows
that they are nonlinear and contain discontinuities and breaks. Such defects cannot be
detected during routine factory tests of the unit. Also, as noted above, such defects can
lead to inducing self-oscillations or unstable operation of the automatic control system.
The influence of the FTSC characteristics on inducing self-oscillations has not been studied.
Paper [16] shows that when testing a turboshaft engine with a water brake, and when
the engine operates on a helicopter, the controlled system is different. This difference is
determined by the different load characteristics of the helicopter main rotor and water
brake system. The authors propose a method for emulating the main rotor characteristics
on a water brake installation by means of automation. It is shown that it is not correct to
test a turboshaft engine with a water brake unit without load automation. A significant
difference in the characteristics of the plants can cause unsatisfactory operation of the
controller. Paper [17] raises the problem of developing water brake units with the ability
to simulate the characteristics of a helicopter main rotor and ship propellers. However,
no specific data on the ways to achieve the specified characteristics, calculation results or
experimental data are provided. Paper [18] addresses the use of a turboshaft as an auxiliary
engine of a hybrid power plant of an aircraft. The operation of the auxiliary power plant
of the aircraft implies deep throttle modes, in which self-oscillations of free turbine speed
are most often possible. The authors do not consider the possible unsatisfactory operation
of the automatic control system at deep throttle modes of the engine operation. In [19],
the performance of a turboshaft engine for helicopter applications operating at variable
shaft speed is investigated without taking into account the influence of the rotor inertia
on the dynamics of the power plant. In [20], a methodology is presented for determining
the optimal rotational speed of a variable RPM main rotor. The issues of matching the
characteristics of the main rotor with the automatic control system remained unsolved.
In [21], a simulation analysis of the impact of a complex electromagnetic environment on
a helicopter engine was carried out. No change in the dynamic parameters of the engine
was detected. In [22], research of turboshaft engine power loss was carried out using
statistical analysis. The use of averaged data in the analysis does not allow identifying
the problems of control system dynamics. The authors of [23] carried out studies of a
health-monitoring system for a specific type of turboshaft engine based on flight data
which detected the fluctuations in engine parameters at a reduced speed. The analysis of
the reasons that caused the fluctuations was not carried out. Similar results are presented
in [24]. In [25], the influence of rapid changing external conditions on the gas-dynamic
stability of a helicopter engine is shown. But, the stability of the automatic control system
was not considered. In [26], the analysis of self-oscillations in various dynamical systems
does not take into account the features of specific systems. Study of the fuel efficiency
of the GE T700 turboshaft engine with a wide speed range of helicopter main rotor was
carried out in [27]. The possibilities of changing the dynamics of engine and helicopter
were not considered. In [28], a model of a self-tuning speed controller of power turbine is
presented. The linear models of the engine and fuel supply unit used in the research do not
allow to take into consideration nonlinear sections of characteristics in transients. In [29],
the static characteristics of the helicopter are presented when improving the main rotor.
Changes in the dynamics of the helicopter power plant were not described. In [30], the
optimisation of the rotor blades of the helicopter is performed. The change in the dynamic
characteristics of the rotor was not considered. Paper [31] considers the problems of the
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power plant when turning the rotor of the propeller, but the problems of the power plant
dynamics itself are not analyzed.

The authors of [32] consider the optimisation of the steady-state operating modes of a
turboshaft and electric engine of a hybrid power plant, but do not take into account the
dynamic processes associated with loading and unloading the power turbine. A model of
a turboshaft engine based on the empirical controller characteristics is presented in [33],
where the calculated dynamic parameters have a significant (up to 8%) error. The effect of
erosive wear out on the compressor characteristic of the TV3-117 engine is given in [34]
without taking into account the effect on the dynamic parameters of the gas generator. From
the data presented in [35], it follows that failures of the measurement system can lead to the
development of the self-oscillations. To prevent possible failures in the measuring system,
a predictive controller was proposed in [36] but methods for preventing self-oscillations
were not studied.

Paper [37] considers the problems of the dynamics of a helicopter engine during flight
tests using the example of the T700-GE-701 turboshaft engine. [37] notes the possibility
of the occurrence of prolonged oscillations of the helicopter main rotor in flight, but does
not consider ground tests of the engines on a hydraulic dynamometer. One of the ways
for solving the problem of dynamics is the use of digital controllers [38]. The small-sized
YT700 engine manufactured by General Electric is considered. [38] shows the possibilities
of improving the control dynamics of the free turbine in relation to the original governor,
but does not address the problem of the occurrence of self-oscillations. Work [39] considers
the problems of dynamics for the hydromechanical ACS in multi-engine helicopters. It
describes the impact of the gain and hysteresis of the controller on the dynamics of the
ACS. However, the influence of the defects of the controller characteristics on the ACS
dynamics is not considered.

The analysis of the workflow and automatic control systems of such engines as T700-
GE-700 (USA), MTM385R (France), TM333-1M (France), RTM322-01 (France), TV3-117
(Ukraine) showed that in the operating area, the FTSC has a problem of inducing self-
oscillation. The nonlinearity of the FTSC characteristics and changes in dynamic parameters
of the engine and plant can be the reasons for inducing and developing self-oscillations of
turboshaft engine during ground tests and flight.

Thus, there is a problem of studying the dynamics of a turboshaft in ground test-
ing with hydraulic dynamometer and when the engine operates as part of helicopter
power plant.

3. Research Objectives

• To establish the causes of occurrence and development of the self-oscillations of free
turbine and gas generator rotor speed during ground testing of TV3-117 turboshaft
with water brake installation.

• Studying the influence of the dynamic parameters of automatic control system of
free turbine speed (ACS (nFT)) of TV3-117 turboshaft with NR-3 regulator-pump
on inducing self-oscillations in the FTSC operating range during ground testing
with a water brake and when the engine operates as part of helicopter power plant.
Determining the unfavourable combination of the ACS (nFT) dynamic parameters
that can induce the self-oscillations.

• Development of recommendations for ground testing the TV3-117 turboshaft with
water brake.

4. Methods

A mathematical model of the ACS (nFT) dynamics of turboshaft engine includes:

1. Dynamic model of the gas generator (GG) rotor;
2. Dynamic model of the FT rotor connected to water brake;
3. Dynamic model of the FT rotor connected to helicopter main rotor;
4. Dynamic model of the FTSC.
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At steady-state modes the task of any controller is to ensure the set value of adjustable
parameter. Any deviation of the adjustable parameter from the set value is parried by
the controller with a corresponding change in the controlling factor. In this case, the ACS
dynamics equation is conveniently considered in small deviations relative to the base point.

In the mathematical description of the dynamics of gas generator and free turbine, the
following assumptions are accepted [3]:

• The difference between the inertance of the heat release processes in the combustion
chamber in comparison with the inertance of the engine rotors and can be neglected;

• The inertance of the gas-dynamic processes associated with the accumulation and
draining of the working fluid in the engine internal cavities is negligible small;

• The torque losses associated with an accessories drive and friction in the bearings
are negligible.

• Based on the notes above, the dynamics of the turboshaft engine is determined by the
dynamics of the gas generator, free turbine and free turbine controller.

4.1. Dynamic Model of the Gas Generator Rotor

Consider the equation of the rotor dynamics for gas generator:

π IGG
30

dnGG
dt

= MC − MT (1)

where IGG is the equivalent moment of inertia of gas generator, nGG is the rotor speed of
gas generator, MT is the turbine torque and MC is the compressor anti-torque.

In general terms, the moments of the turbine and compressor are complex functions:

MT = (nGG; Wf; P0
∗; T0

∗) (2)

MC = (nGG; Wf; P0
∗; T0

∗) (3)

where Wf is the fuel consumption, P0
* and T0

* are the total air pressure and temperature at
the engine inlet.

For simplicity, we will assume that engine tests conditions correspond to standard
atmosphere. This allows at the initial stage of the study to neglect the influence of changes
in P0

* and T0
*.

Given the above assumptions, the Equation (1) is linear and in relative variables takes
the form [7]:

TGG
.
nGG + nGG = KGGW f (4)

where TGG is the time constant of the gas generator, nGG = ∆nGG
nGG basis

is the relative speed of
the gas generator rotor, nGG basis is the basis value of the gas generator rotor speed, ∆nGG is
the deviation of the gas generator rotor speed from the reference value,

.
nGG = dnGG

dt is the

relative rotor acceleration of gas generator, W f =
∆W f

W f basis
is the relative fuel consumption,

Wf basis is the basis value of the fuel consumption, KGG is the rotor speed gain of the gas
generator depending on the fuel consumption.

The time constant TGG of the gas generator can be roughly estimated from a dynamic
analysis of ACS(nGG) operation based on the known time value of the partial acceleration
performance, which according to the operator manual should be:

• 9 s–from idle to take-off mode;
• 4 s–from first cruise to take-off mode;
• 3–6 s–from idle to right correction.

Consequently, the time constant of the gas generator will be within:

TGG ≈ (1 . . . 3), s
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In steady states dnGG
dt = 0 and as follows from Equation (4) the gain KGG equals:

KGG =
nGG

W f
=

∆nGG
∆W f

W f basis

nGG basis
(5)

Thus, the gain KGG can be determined by the engine throttle characteristics (depen-
dence of engine parameters on the GG rotor speed). However, to conduct dynamic studies,
the knowledge of the calculated value of the GG gain is not enough. It is also necessary to
know the possible range of variation of this gain. Therefore, the KGG value was calculated
taking into account the tolerance field for deviation of parameters during engine tests
(Figure 1).
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When the GG rotor speed decreases, the engine inherent stability decreases [7]. There-
fore, the selected design point corresponds to the second cruise mode as the mode with
the lowest self-levelling coefficient. For a given tolerance field of the engine throttle
characteristic, the gain of GG will be within:

KGG = 0.124 . . . 0.189.

An engine with a large gain in fuel consumption will be called ‘sharp’ in the future,
and with a small one—‘blunt’.

4.2. Dynamic Model of the Free Turbine Rotor

The dynamic model of the free turbine rotor is presented in detail in [16]. According
to [16], the equation of rotor dynamic for the (FT + WB) system is linear and in relative
variables takes the following form:

TWB
.
nFT + nFT = KWB/nGG nGG (6)

where TWB is the (FT+WB) time constant, nFT is the relative rotor speed of the free turbine,
.
nFT = dnFT

dt is the relative rotor acceleration of free turbine, KWB/nGG = ∆nFT
∆nGG

is the gain of
the (FT + WB) rotor speed depending on the rotor speed of the gas generator.

The equation of rotor dynamics for the (FT + MR) system is linear:

TMR
.
nFT + nFT = KMRnGG (7)

where TMR is the (FT + MR) time constant, KMR = ∆nFT
∆nGG

is the gain of the (FT + MR) rotor
speed dependant on the gas generator rotor speed.
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4.3. Dynamic Model of the Free Turbine Speed Controller

The dynamics of the free turbine speed controller is determined by the processes of
filling and draining the cavities of the hydraulic drive of main metering valve (MMV) in the
regulator-pump. In this case, the equation of linear dynamics for FTSC can be represented
as [7]:

TFTSC

.
W f + W f = KFTSCε (8)

where TFTSC is the time constant of the free turbine speed controller, KFTSC is the FTSC
gain, ε = (nFT,set − nFT) is the error signal generated by a tachometer, nFT,set is the relative
set value of the FT rotor speed formed by the tuning unit.

The time constant TMMV of the main metering valve (MMV) can be determined by
its shift time. Since the dynamics of the free turbine speed controller is described by a
linear differential Equation (8) of the first order, for this case the FTSC time constant can be
determined by the formula:

TFTSC = TMMV =
tR.MMV

3

where tR.MMV is the MMV shift time under stepped signal of reconfiguration.
According to the manufacturer’s acceptance test protocol, the MMV shift time should

not exceed the 4 s limit (usually 2 . . . 4 sec), therefore:
TMMV = 2...4

3 = (0.66 . . . 1.33), sec
The FTSC gain can be determined from static characteristic of the governor:

KFTSC = −
∆W f

∆nFT

nFT basis
W f basis

According to the technical specifications for the manufacture, the FTSC gain of the
regulator pump can vary within the range: KFTSC = 16 . . . 30.

However, as experimental studies show [2] the empirical static characteristics of
the FTSC are complex and contain a dead zone (hysteresis) due to friction in the MMV
hydraulic actuator, and may also contain non-linear sections—’discontinuities’ and ‘kinks’
(Figure 2) associated with defects in the elements of the regulator.
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Suppose that the steady state is at point ‘1’. In case of a random decrease in a
rotor speed, the operational point passes the dead-band at the point that is similar to the
calculated one for the hysteresis (∆n)hys calc and moves horizontally from point “1” to point
“2”. At point ‘2’, the flow mode in the control valve of FTSC is changed, and the operating
point passes to point ‘3’. As a result, a stepwise change in fuel consumption is formed—a
fuel ‘surge’ by the amount of:

∆W f surge =
(
(∆n)hys calc − (∆n)hys real

)
KFTSC (9)

where (∆n)hys calc ≈ 0.01 is the relative calculated value of hysteresis defined by specifica-
tions, (∆n)hys real is the relative value of hysteresis determined by experiment.

The discontinuity of the FTSC characteristic and fuel ‘surge’ are simulated by the
stepped equivalent to dynamic correction of the regulating error:

εdyn = (∆n)hys calc − (∆n)hys real (10)

If the empirical hysteresis equals the calculated one, (∆n)hys real = (∆n)hys calc, the
dynamic correction is zero εdyn = 0). For a one-side ‘discontinuity’ of the characteristic, the
dynamic correction is formed when the operational point unilaterally leaves the dead-band,
and for a two-side ‘discontinuity’, the correction is formed when the operating point leaves
the dead-band in both directions.

Based on the result of mathematical description of the components, we propose the
structural-dynamic model of the FT speed control system. Figure 4 shows the scheme of
ACS (nFT) with (FT+WB). The scheme of ACS (nFT) with (FT + MR) is similar, except
the WB rotor dynamics Equation (6) that is substituted by the MR dynamics Equation (7).
The scheme contains three non-linear blocks. The one of them is the block with dead-
band allowing to model a hysteresis (∆n)hys real of the FTSC characteristic. Another one
is the relay block which provides modelling of a nonlinear dynamic correction εdyn of the
regulating error and the formation of fuel ‘surge’ in the event of supposed ‘discontinuity’
in the FTSC characteristic. The third is the block for selecting the maximum and minimum
values (KFTSC max OR KFTSC min) of the FTSC gain depending on the sign of the error signal
ε. This block allows to model the ‘break’ of the characteristic.
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Thus, the structural-dynamic scheme takes into account all possible parameters of
ACS (nFT).

5. Results and Discussion

For the analysis of the dynamics of ACS (nFT) with the (FT + WB) system, we se-
lected the average values of the component’s dynamic parameters to be studied in the
further analysis:

KGG = 0.155; TGG = 1.2, sec;
KW/nGG = 2.5; TWB = 0.5, sec;
KFTSC = 21; TFTSC = 0.7, sec; (∆n)hys real = (∆n)hys calc = 0.01

 (11)

As an excitation, a short, one-second change in the FT rotor speed by 2% was applied.

5.1. Influence of FTSC Gain

Figure 5 shows the influence of the FTSC gain on the response of ACS (nFT) with (FT +
WB). The parameter values of gas generator and water brake correspond to Equation (11).
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Figure 5 shows that with an increase in the FTSC gain, the tendency of ACS (nFT) to
oscillate rises sharply. For the (FT + WB) system at the value KFTSC ≈ 17 (Figure 5a), the os-
cillations decay quickly, but for KFTSC ≈ 28 (Figure 5b), the oscillations become undamped,
and if KFTSC > 28, the amplitude of the oscillation continuously increases (the system
becomes unstable). However, according to design documentation, the maximum value of
the FTSC gain is limited to 30. It lead to unstable work of the automatic control system.

5.2. Influence of GG Gain

The dynamic parameters of the gas generator can also vary within the tolerance range
of the throttle characteristics (Figure 1), which will inevitably affect the response of ACS
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(nFT). As a result, the same controller works in a different way during the testing with
different engines.

Figure 6 shows the results of calculating the effect of the gas generator gain on the
response of ACS (nFT) with (FT + WB). The values of the parameters of FTSC and WB
correspond to Equation (11).
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Figure 6 demonstrates that with a ‘blunt’ engine with KGG = 0.12 (Figure 6a), the FTSC
with an average dynamic parameters works satisfactorily (the response is damped). In
the composition of a ‘sharp’ engine with KGG = 0.189 (Figure 6b) the same controller does
not fulfil the requirements (the response does not decay for more than 20 s). Thus, for a
specific engine with certain dynamic parameters, the acceptable values of the FTSC gain
can be found. Figure 7a illustrates the dependence of acceptable value of KFTSC gain on
the KGG gain for different amount of the FTSC hysteresis. The dynamic correction (10)
was not taken into account. It is seen that for engine with average level of gas generator
gain KGG = 0.155, the FTSC gain should be no more KFTSC ≤ 24.5. Taking into account the
hysteresis of the FTSC characteristic, the allowable gain value increases to KFTSC ≤ 28. To
ensure stable operation of the ‘sharp’ engine which gains KGG = 0.189, the lower value of
the FTSC gain is required—no more KFTSC ≤ 19.
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To study the dynamics of ACS (nFT) with an object (FT + MR), the following values of
the dynamic parameters of main rotor were chosen as the initial point to make a comparison
(excluding dynamic correction Equation (10)):

KGG = 0.155; TGG = 1.2, sec;
KMR = 1.55; TMR = 1.5, sec;
KFTSC = 21; TFTSC = 0.7, sec; (∆n)hys real = 0.01

 (12)

The given values of the parameters correspond to the worst case in terms of the
development of self-oscillations. Such a case is the operating mode of the helicopter power
plant with a minimum pitch of the rotor blades. When loading the main rotor (the pitch
increases), the main rotor gain (Equation (12)) decreases and as a result, the tendency of
the automatic control system to develop self-oscillations decreases too.

Figure 7b shows the comparison of the KFTSC values estimated for (FT + WB) and
(FT + MR). It is seen that when FTSC operates with (FT + MR), the allowable range is much
wider. All the controllers with gain value within the allowable range KFTSC = 16 . . . 30, rec-
ommended by specifications, operate stable with (FT + MR). At the same time, when FTSC
is used with (FT + WB), the controllers that have the gain value KFTSC > 22 can be unstable
with an engine which has mean or higher value of gas generator gain (KGG > 0.155).

5.3. Influence of the FTSC Characteristic ‘Discontinuity’

The FTSC characteristics can consist of a discontinuity of first kind—the stepped
change in fuel consumption when rotor speed of a free turbine is varied smoothly (Figure 2a).
When studying the influence of the ‘discontinuity’ defect, the dynamic correction of the
regulating error was taken into account and calculated by Equation (10).

Figure 8 shows the comparative analysis of the influence of the characteristic ‘discon-
tinuity’ of FTSC operated with (FT + WB) on the response of ACS (nFT) that has average
dynamic parameters in design point according to (11). In this analysis, the value of dy-
namic correction was set to maximum. It is seen that FTSC with a smooth characteristic
has a satisfied response (Figure 8a). At the same time the ‘discontinuity’ of the FTSC
characteristic leads to the development of the self-oscillations (Figure 8b).
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The study of the ratio of acceptable hysteresis values and FTSC gain, ensuring the ab-
sence of self-oscillations in ACS (nFT), is of practical interest. Figure 9a presents the results
of numerical study for (FT + WB). The gain of the engine has a significant effect on this ratio.
So, for a ‘blunt’ engine with a gain KGG = 0.12, the absence of self-oscillations is provided
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by FTSC with a gain KFTSC ≤ 30 and hysteresis value within 0.006 ≤ (∆n)hys real ≤ 0.01. For
engine with an average gain KGG = 0.155, only the FTSC with hysteresis (∆n)hys real ≥ 0.015
can ensure the absence of self-oscillations, which contradicts the technical specifications.
There is a need to limit the gain of the FTSC. For a ‘sharp’ engine with gain KGG = 0.189, it
is possible to ensure the absence of self-oscillations when testing the engine with the water
brake only by limiting the FTSC gain.
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It was shown that the requirements for dynamic parameters of FTSC with (FT+MR)
are not so strict. Figure 9b shows the acceptable ratio of hysteresis and FTSC gain for the
worst case of a ‘sharp’ engine (KGG = 0.189). It is seen that the absence of self-oscillations is
provided by FTSC with gain KFTSC ≤ 30 and hysteresis value is within 0.006 ≤ (∆n)hys real
≤ 0.01.

6. Conclusions

The causes of inducing self-oscillations in the operational range of free turbine speed
controller during ground tests of the TV3-117VM turboshaft with water brake installations
and without automated load control systems are as follows:

• Water brake characteristics mismatch with characteristics of the helicopter main rotor;
• Unsatisfactory characteristics of free turbine speed controller of the NR-3 regulator-

pump (discontinuity, break, mismatch of the gain factor with the requirements of
technical specifications, insufficient value of the hysteresis);

• Mismatch of the characteristics of free turbine speed controller with dynamic parame-
ters of gas generator.

Computational studies have revealed that in order to prevent inducing and propaga-
tion of free turbine self-oscillations in testing the TV3-117VM turboshaft with water brake,
it is necessary to provide a certain combination of the dynamic parameters of free turbine
speed controller depending on the dynamic parameters of the gas generator (Figure 9).
The significant influence of the gas generator dynamic parameters on the propagation
of ACS (nFT) self-oscillations does not allow to make any judgements about the unsatis-
factory characteristics of free turbine speed controller of the regulator-pump during the
ground tests.

For correct testing of turboshaft engines with water brake, it is necessary to provide
full emulation of the characteristics of the system (helicopter main rotor) [16,17] or make
corresponding adjustments to the dynamic parameters of the controller at the time of testing.
Such an adjustment may be a change in the time constant of free turbine speed controller.
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When the TV3-117VM engine is used as part of a helicopter power plant, the causes of
self-oscillations are poor characteristics of free turbine speed controller or a mismatch of
the dynamic parameters of the controller in regulator-pump and the dynamic parameters
of gas generator. A way to eliminate the self-oscillations of helicopter main rotor can be to
turn off the controller with unsatisfactory characteristics by adjusting the FTSC settings
accordingly—changing the driving and driven engines.
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